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Abstract 
In this paper, we give quantitative justification of some simplifications in steady-state linear heat conduction problems. 
A posteriori error estimates are provided for effects on the solutions for idealization of thermal conductivity and 
boundary conditions, linearization of nonlinear problems. 
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1. Preliminaries 
The purpose of the paper is to give quantitative justification of some simplifications in steady- 
state linear heat conduction problems. For convenience, here we recall the derivation of a steady- 
state linear heat conduction problem for a stationary, homogeneous, i otropic solid O. For details, 
see I-5]. Let T = T(x)  be the temperature, q = q(x) the heat-flux vector, x e O. The Fourier law of 
heat conduction states 
q(x) = -- kVT(x ) ,  (1.1) 
where k is the thermal conductivity of the material of the solid. Assume there is a heat source within 
the solid, and denote by f (x )  the heat generated per unit volume per unit time. Then the energy 
balance on an arbitrary small-volume element results in the equation 
divq(x) = f(x). (1.2) 
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Combining (1.1) with (1.2), we then obtain the differential equation for the temperature variable T: 
- d iv (kVT)  =f  in f2. (1.3) 
Newton's law of cooling provides a realistic boundary condition. It states that the heat energy 
flowing out per unit time per unit surface area is proportional to the difference between the 
temperature at the surface T and the temperature outside the surface g, i.e., 
OT 
- -  k ~n = h(T  - g) ,  (1.4) 
with a proportionality function h > 0, which is usually taken to be a constant. 
A complete mathematical formulation of the heat conduction problem now consists of the 
differential equation (1.3) and the boundary value condition (1.4). 
If the boundary (or part of the boundary) is insulated, i.e., there is no heat flow across that 
portion of the boundary, then the boundary condition there is 
dT 
= 0, (1.5) 
which may be viewed as a limiting case of (1.4) for h ~ 0. In this case, in order to maintain the 
energy balance, we need to assume that the total heat generated within the solid is zero: 
of (x  dx = O. (1.6) 
For certain problems, the temperature on the boundary (or part of the boundary) is assumed to 
be fixed, 
T = g, (1.7) 
which may be viewed as a limiting case of (1.4) for h -,  oo. 
Besides the above-mentioned boundary conditions, there are nonlinear boundary conditions in 
certain cases, e.g., thermal radiation boundary conditions with heat transfer obeying the fourth- 
power temperature law, or the natural convection boundary condition with heat transfer propor- 
tional to the (5/4)-power of temperature difference. Provided that the temperature differences are 
not great he nonlinearities a sociated with these boundary conditions are avoided by approximat- 
ing them with the boundary conditions of the form (1.4). We will present a quantitative approach 
for estimating the error caused by such approximations, or by approximating the more realistic 
boundary condition (1.4) with the simpler ones (1.5) or (1.6). We will also consider the effect on 
solutions of solving a heat conduction problem with constant thermal conductivity while the actual 
thermal conductivity varies slightly within the solid, or may even depend on the temperature. 
For the suggested quantitative error analysis, we will use the duality theory in convex analysis 
[2]. In particular, we need the following result (cf. [3]). 
Let V and Q be two normed spaces, V* and Q* their dual spaces. Assume there exists a linear 
continuous operator A e ~(V,  Q), with transpose A* e L#(Q*, V*). Let J be a function mapping 
V x Q into ~ - -  the extended real line. Consider the minimization problem 
inf J(v, Av). (1.8) 
v~V 
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Define the conjugate function of J by 
J*(v*,q*) = sup [(v,v*) + (q,q*) -- J(v,q)].  
v~V,q~O 
We have the following result. 
(1.9) 
Theorem 1.1. Assume: 
(1) V is a reflexive Banach space, Q a normed space. 
(2) J: V x Q ~ ~ is a proper, lower semi-continuous, strictly convex function. 
(3) 3Uo • v, such that J(uo, Auo) < oo and q ~--~J(uo, q) is continuous at Auo. 
(4) J(v, Av)~ + 0% as Ilvl[ oo, v•  V. 
Then problem (1.8) has a unique solution u • V. Assume further 
(5) J is G3teaux-differentiable at u, 
and define 
D(u, v) = J(v, Av) - J(u, Au) - (J'(u, Au),(v - u, Av - Au)) 
for any v • V with J(v, Av) < oo. Then, 
D(u, v) <~ J(v, Av) + J*(A*q*, - q*), Vq* • Q*. 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
Throughout the paper, we assume g2 is an open bounded Lipschitz domain in Re; d > 0 is an 
arbitrary integer, unless specified otherwise. When the thermal conductivity k is a function of 
x only, we assume k•L°~(gl), and infx~k(x)>0.  For the heat source function f, we assume 
f•L2(t2) .  The boundary function g is assumed to be the trace of an H1(~2) function on the 
boundary. The proportionality function in (1.4) is an L®(~2) function. 
Our results are derived and presented for isotropic solids (i.e., k in (1.1) is a scalar) only. The 
generalization of the results to anisotropic solids is straightforward, as long as the associated 
thermal conductivity matrix is symmetric, positive definite, and bounded. Also, for simplicity in 
writing, we assume only one kind of boundary condition is specified on the whole boundary. 
2. Coefficient idealization 
Usually, one assumes that the thermal conductivity k(x) = ko is a constant, while actually k(x) is 
only close to the constant ko: 
k(x) = go + e(x), (2.1) 
[e(x)[ ~ e, x • Y2. (2.2) 
We assume that ko > e. Let us check how much error is introduced in replacing k(x) by ko. More 
preciously, we estimate the difference between T and To, the solutions of the following problems: 
T div(k VT) =f  in f2, (2.3) 
= g on 892; 
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and 
{Tok°aT° =f  in D, (2.4) =g on OD. 
We can apply Theorem 1.1 directly to give an a posteriori error estimation for T - To, or we 
may use the following result from [3]. 
Let D be an open bounded Lipschitz domain, 0~2 = f lwF2 with Flc~F2 = 0, and meas(Fa) > 0. 
Assume feL2(D), gx eHt(D) and g2 eL2(F2). Let U, Uo eH~(D) be the solutions of 
a( au) 
-- ~ alj~x i =f  in D, 
i, j= l -~X j
u = gl on F1, 
a Ou 
aiJ~xin~i = g2 on F2; 
i , j=l  
(2.5) 
and 
- -  Auo  =f  in ~, 
Uo=gx on Ft, 
aUo 
= g2 on F2. 
(2.6) 
Assume the coefficients aij satisfy 
a~(x) = aji(x), 0 < aij(x){i{j <~ cl¢l 2, VxeO, 0 # ~eR a. 
Denote A = (a O. Then, a result from [3-1 says that for the difference u - Uo, we have the following 
a posteriori error estimate: 
fn V(U-Uo)+AV(u-uo)Ox <<. ;~ Vu~(A + A -1 -  21) Vuodx. (2.7) 
Let us apply this result to estimate T - To by To. To do this, we rewrite the problems (2.3) and 
(2.4) as follows: 
{ -d iv ( ( l+~o)  VT)= f in D, 
T = g on OD; (2.8) 
f 
-ATo=~o in D, 
To=g on 0~. 
(2.9) 
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We notice that A = (1 + e/ko)I, and le(x)l/ko <% e/ko. Thus, by using (2.7), we find 
II V(T - To)IIL2¢   
k 0 - 13 
I117To IlL'(f2). (2.10) 
Once the quantity l[VTo [[L2(~) is computed, one obtains an upper bound for the error. Recall that 
the estimate is optimal [3]. 
3. Problems with temperature-dependent thermal conductivity 
In certain applications, the thermal property of a material depends on the temperature. In this 
section, we consider a case where the thermal conductivity depends on the gradient of the 
temperature, i.e., we consider the nonlinear differential equation problem 
-div(k(x,  lVTl2)VT) =f  in f2, 
(3.1) 
T=g ontO.  
In practice, one usually replaces the nonlinear problem (3.1) by solving a linear problem (lineariz- 
ation) or a sequence of linear problems (iteration). Here, we assume the thermal conductivity does 
not change dramatically with respect o the gradient of the temperature, i.e., 
k(x, [ VT[ 2) ~ ko(x), (3.2) 
and approximate (3.1) by the linear problem 
{~odiV(ko(x)VTo) =f  in f2, (3.3) =g on t3f2. 
Our purpose here is to estimate the error T - To, after solving the linear problem (3.3). To do 
this, we first write the equivalent form (1.8) of the nonlinear problem (3.1). We take 
V = Hi(f2), V* = (Hi(t2)) *, Q = Q* = (L2(12))a; 
Av = Vv; 
and 
J(v, Av) = 
+oo 
i fveV ,  v=g on Off, 
otherwise. 
(3.4) 
It is easy to verify that the minimization problem 
J(T, AT) = inf J(v, Av) 
v~V 
(3.5) 
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is equivalent to the weak form of the nonlinear differential equation problem 
T eV, T =g on 012, fak(x, lVT[2)VTVvdx= fafvdx,  VveHol(f2). (3.6) 
Let us impose some conditions on the coefficient function k for the existence and uniqueness of 
a solution of the problem (3.1), as well as for the a posteriori error estimate on T - To. To this end, 
we assume k(x,4) is continuous on f2 x ~+, 
inf{k(x, 4): x~f2,  ~e0~+} > 0, sup{k(x, 4): xef2 ,  ~e~+} < o% (3.7) 
K(x, s) = -2 k(x, 4) d~ is strictly convex for a.e. x e f2, (3.8) 
and 
(k(x,l¢12)¢ - k(x, lr/i2)~/)(¢ - r/) >/k_(x)l¢ - r/{ 2, k(x) > 0, Vx el2, V4, t /eR a. (3.9) 
We note that if k(x, z) is differentiable with respect o z, then (3.8) is equivalent to the inequality 
2 0k(x,[¢[ 2 ) 
0z 1~/12 + k(x, 1412) N 2 > 0, V0 ~ ,7 e R a, 
for a.e.x. Under the above assumptions, except for (3.9), one can slightly modify the proof of Theorem 
25.J in [7] to conclude that both problems (3.5) and (3.6) have a unique solution T. To apply 
Theorem 1.1 for the a posteriori error estimation, we need to compute the conjugate function of J: 
J*(A*q*, -q*) 
= sup [(Av, q*) - (q,q*) - J(v,q)] 
veV,qeQ 
Ifo[ ] = q*Vg+fg+q*k*(x,q*)--~ k(x,4)d4 dx if d ivq*=f  in f2, 
+ oo otherwise. 
In the expression above, q = - k*(x,q*) solves 
- q* = k(x, Iql2)q, 
which has a unique solution. 
Now we consider the difference D(T, To) defined in (1.10). An upper bound of the difference, by 
Theorem 1.1, is 
J(To, ATo) + J*(A*q*, -q*) 
= -- k(x, 4)d4 dx, q*( Vg + k*(x,q*)) - f(To g) + ~ J Ik*(x,~*)l ~
Vq* eQ*, divq* - - f  in t2. (3.10) 
For a lower bound, we will use the assumption (3.9). 
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D(T, To) 
=fi  fy,  ] Xk(x,~)d~ - ½k(x,¢)d¢ - k(x, IVTI2)VTV(To - T) dx 
do kdo  
= [k(x, IV r  + tV(ro - T)I2)(VT + tV(To - T)) - k(x, IV r l2 )v r ]  
o 
x V(To-  T )dtdx  
>~ f,~ f l  k_(x)tlV(To - T)12 dtdx 
'fo = g k_(x) lV ( r0  - r ) l  2 dx.  
Thus, we have the following error estimate: 
,k_(x) lV(ro - r ) f  2 dx  
_ _ 
Vq* eQ*, divq* =f  in •. (3.11) 
One can then proceed, as in [4], to discuss the selection of a suitable auxiliary function q*, which 
satisfies the constraint divq* =f  in ~, and which allows the right-hand side of (3.11) to be an 
efficient estimate of the true error. A particularly simple and usually efficient choice is 
q* = -- ko(x) VTo, 
which is admissible due to the relation (3.3). Then, the general error estimate (3.11) reduces to 
ok(x) lV(To - T)I 2 dx 
<~ 2koVro(VTo k*(x, koVTo)) + k(x,~)d~ dx (3.12) 
dlk*(x, -koVTo) lz 
4. Approximate insulation boundary condition 
We discuss the idealization of the boundary condition (1.5) for an "insulated" boundary. 
Practically, one does not have a pure Neumann boundary condition (1.5); instead, the boundary 
condition is of the form (cf. (1.4)) 
t3n + (T- -  g) = 0, 
where the function h is small. 
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Let us examine the error caused by idealizing an "insulated" boundary. We compare T and To, 
solutions of the problems 
and 
- div(kVT) =f  in f2, 
dT  h 
~n = k (T -a )  on (3fJ; 
(4.1) 
t 
- div(kVTo) =f  in f2, 
dTo 0 (4.2) 
= on ~f2. 
As mentioned in Section 1, here we need to assume (1.6). 
We apply Theorem 1.1 to estimate T - To. To begin with, we cast the problem (4.1) in the form 
of (1.8). We set 
V = Hi(f2), V* = (Hi(t2)) *, Q = Q* = (L2(f2))axL2(df2); 
Av = (Vv, v 
For q ~ Q, we write q = (ql, q2), with ql ~ (L2(Q)) d and q2 ~ L2(aO). We use a similar notation for 
q* ~ Q*. Define 
1;o ';o ;o fo J(v, Av) =~ klVvl2dx + ~ hlvl2ds - fvdx - hovds. (4.3) t2 0 
Then, it is easy to verify that the problem (4.1) is equivalent to the minimization problem 
T e V, J(T, AT) = inf J(v, Av). 
vEV 
From the definition of the conjugate function, we can find 
=Ifo lq'tl dx+,foo  (hg-q*)ds 
J*(A*q*, --q*) ) if d ivql  =q2 in [2, q*n+q~=O on ~O; (4.4) 
1 
( + oo otherwise. 
Now consider the difference D(T, To). By Theorem 1.1, for an upper bound, we have 
O(T, To) 
<~ fa(~lVTol2 + l  lq~12-fTo)dx + f~o(~lTol2 + ~--~(hg-q*)2-hgTo)ds, 
Vq* e Q*, div q* = q* in t2, q~' n + q~ = 0 on ~12. (4.5) 
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On the other hand, from a direct calculation, we find 
l l fo h(T -To)2ds .  (4.6) D(T, To) = -~ k lV(T - T0)l 2 dx + ~ o 
Combining (4.5) and (4.6), we get the following error estimate: 
k lV( r -  To)12dx +~ h( r -  To)2ds 
Q 
• 
Vq* eQ*, divq* = q~' in 12, q*n + q* = 0 on 01L (4.7) 
In particular, if we take q'~ = - k VTo, q* = 0, which is admissible owing to the relation (4.2), 
then from (4.7) we obtain 
f k lV (T -To)12dx+;  h (T -To)2ds~fo  h(To-g)2ds.  (4.8) 
If we assume 
Ihl <<. e int2, 
then from (4.8), we get 
IIx/~ V(T - Zo)llL~(o) ~< V/~ II To - gflL~(0o), 
for any solution To (which is unique up to a constant) of (4.2). 
5. Approximate prescribed temperature boundary condition 
In this section, we consider the Dirichlet boundary condition. Instead of (1.7), a more realistic 
boundary condition should be (cf. (1.4)) 
kOT 
T + ~ ~---~- = O, (5.1) 
where h is large. Let us compare T with To, the solutions of the problems 
- div(kVT) =f  in I2, 
kOT 
T + ~ t3----ff = # on at2; 
(5.2) 
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and 
{~odiV(kVTo) =f  in f2, (5.3) 
=g on ~0, 
We have seen in the last section that the problem (5.2) is equivalent to the minimization 
problem 
T ~ V, J(T, AT)  = inf J(v, Av), 
vEV 
where J(v, Av) is defined in (4.3). We already have an error estimate (4.7) for T - To. In particular, if
we take the admissible function 
0To 
q~= -kVTo ,  q~=k 
~n ' 
then we get the simple a posteriori error estimate 
II~/-kl7(T- T°)II2~(a) + Ilv/h(T- T°)II2~(°a)~< ~ On (5.4) 
If we assume 
1 
Ih(x)l ~>-, 
then the error estimate (5.4) reduces to 
k 2 [Ix/~ V(T - To)[12~(o) + [l~/-h(T - To)II2L~(~a) <~ s ~n L~(~m" (5.5) 
6. Linearization of a thermal radiation theory boundary condition 
In radiative heat transfer problems, boundary conditions are of the type (the fourth,power 
temperature law, cf. [6-1) 
t3T ST 
k~-ffn + ?ITI =g ,  (6.1) 
where 7 > 0 is associated with emittance of the solid. The resulting heat transfer problem is thus 
a nonlinear boundary value problem. When the variation of the temperature is not large, one may 
consider to approximate the nonlinear boundary condition (6.1) by a linear one, 
t3T 
k~-ffn + ?1 Tel 3T = g, (6.2) 
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where T¢ is a suitable function close to the expected real temperature. Thus, let us consider the 
following problems: 
- d iv (kVT)  =f in g2, 
0T 
k~-n +71TI 3T=9 on 0~2; 
(6.3) 
and 
-d iv (kVTo)=f  in t2, 
0To 
k -~n + yj TdaT° = g on 0~2; 
(6.4) 
and estimate the error T -  To from the knowledge of To. In this section, we confine to two- 
dimensional problems in order to allow a rigorous mathematical treatment. 
Take 
V = H~(12), V* = (H~((2)) *, Q = Q* = (L2(f2)) 2 xL2(Ol2); 




From Hi(g2) c HX/2(~3O) and H1/2(0(2) c Ls(OI2) [1], we see that J(v, Av) is well-defined on V. 
A weak solution of the problem (6.3) is a minimizer of the functional J. Since J is strictly convex, 
continuous and weakly coercive, it has a unique minimizer [7]. Hence, the nonlinear boundary 
value problem (6.3) has a unique solution T e V. 
We compute the conjugate function of J to obtain 
I iq,12 d x + ~ 7-'/4lg _ q*lS/4ds 
J*(A*q*, --q*) = if divq~' =f  in g2, q*n + q* = 0 on 092, (6.6) 
+ oo otherwise. 
Let us consider the difference D(T, To) (cf. (1.10)). From Theorem 1.1, we have the following 
upper bound: 
D(T, To) 
<. fo , , foo . , ,,.,o _ o o) s. 
Vq* ~Q*, divq* =f  in O, q*n + q~ = 0 on 0t2. (6.7) 
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For a lower bound, we have 
D(T, To) 
f k ;o 5 (IT°Is I TI5 5'TI3T(T° T))ds = ~I I7 (T -To) I  2dx+ a - - - 
fo lV(T-- To)l dx, 
where we have used the fact that the function f(t) = I t15 is a convex function, so the integrand of the 
boundary integral is nonnegative. Hence, we get the following error estimate: 
k 
o~IV(T  - To)12 dx 
<~fa(~lWTol2+~lq,~12 fTo)dx+foo(51Tol 5 4 1/, + -5 ~- [g _ q.15/4 _ gTol ds, 
Vq* eQ*, divq* =f  in t2, q*n + q~ = 0 on 00. (6.8) 
In particular, if we take the simple choice 
q* = -kVZo,  q~ =g-T lTc l3To ,  
which is admissible, we get 
k l V(T - Zo)12 dx av(Irol5 + 41Tclls/41rol 5/4 - 5lrd3lrol2)ds. (6.9) 
The right-hand side of the above inequality is presumably small if the real temperature is close 
to T¢. 
7. L inear i za t ion  o f  a natura l  convect ion  boundary  cond i t ion  
Consider a natural convection boundary condition of the form (cf. [5]) 
c~T 
k -~n = h(T~ - T) s/4, (7.1) 
where Too is the temperature of the surrounding. After a change of variables To - T =~ T, we see 
that without loss of generality, we may consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
- d iv(kVT)  =f  in t2, 
k OT is/4 -~n = -- hiT on Or2. 
(7.2) 
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When the temperature variation is small, T~ - T in (7.1) is close to zero. In this case, it is 
reasonable to approximate the nonlinear boundary condition in (7.2) by a linear one, i.e., we can 
consider the following linear approximation of (7.2): 
I 
- div(kVTo) =f  in f2, 
OTo = _ hTo on 0f2. k On 
(7.3) 
fakVT Vvdx + fe hlT[5/4vds = f fvdx, Vv~HI(t2), (7.4) 
fakVT°Vvdx + foahT°vds= fafvdx' Vv~HI(E2)" (7.5) 
Q = Q* = (L2(I2)) a x Lz(0f2), 
J(v, Av)=fa~lVvl2dx + f~ 4hlvl9/4ds-fafvdx. 
To ~ Hi(g2), 
Let 
V = Hi(f2), V* = (Ha(O)) *, 
Av = ( Vv, rico), 
and define the functional 
T ~ HI (f2), 
and 
(7.6) 
When d ~< 9, the functional J is well-defined on V. In this section, we assume d ~< 9. Then, the 
nonlinear problem (7.4) is equivalent to the minimization problem 
T ~ V, J(T, AT) = inf J(v, Av). 
v~V 
From the definition of the conjugate function, we find 
fox ~-~ Iq*[2 dx + ~ h-4/51q~lg/'ds 
12 
J*(A*q*, -q* )  = if divq* =f  in t2, q*n + q* = 0 on 00,  (7.7) 
+ ~ otherwise. 
Now consider the difference D(T, To) as defined in (1.10). An upper bound of the difference, given 
by Theorem 1.1, is 
O(T, To) 
<<. fo(~ll7Tol2 + ~--~lq'~12-fZo)dx + foa(~hlrol9/" +~h-4/Slq~19/5)ds, 
Vq* eQ*, divq* =f  in f2, q*n + q* = 0 on 01L (7.8) 
Our purpose of the section is to estimate the error T - To in terms of To. We notice that the weak 
forms of (7.2) and (7.3) are 
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For a lower bound of the difference, we have 
D(r, ro) = ~lV( r  - ro)12dx + ~h(Irol 9/4 - I r l  9/4 --~lrll/4(ro - r ) )ds .  
O 
Since the function f(t) = 10 9/4 is convex, the integrand in the second integral above is nonnegative. 
Hence, 
D(T, To) >1 ~IV(T - To)[ 2 dx. (7.9) 
Combining (7.8) and (7.9), we then obtain the error estimate: 
~IV(T - ro)[adx 
<~(~lVTol2 + l  lq*12-fTo)dx + foo(ahlTolg/4 +-~h-4/51q*19/5)ds, 
Vq* eQ*, divq~' =f  in I2, q~n + q~ = 0 on dO. (7.10) 
In particular, if we take q~ = - k VTo, q~ = - hTo, which is admissible from (7.5), we then have 
f0 ~ IV(T - ro)12 dx ~< h(-~ Irol 9/4 + ~-Irol 9/s - r~)ds. (7.11) 
Recall that To here actually represents the difference Too - To. We expect he right-hand side of 
(7.11) is a small quantity. 
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